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ABSTRACT 

Non-performing assets(NPA) is an indispensable piece of 
the keeping money operation.NPA dependably deplete the benefit 
of saving money foundation. RBI by embracing best worldwide 
practices has acquainted a few arrangements with enhance the 
monetary strength of the Banks. As an administrative specialist 
RBI has issued rules to Co-agent banks with respect to 
arrangement of NPA. The focal point of this article is to investigate 
the NPA of The Mysore ZillaMahilaSahakara Bank Limited 
(MZMSB) and the impact of NPA on benefit. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Keeping money framework has its very own significance in the economy of the nation. Co-agent 
managing an account framework is an essential piece of keeping money framework. Co-agent banks assume 
an unmistakable job in the preparation of assets and in utilizing them. The target of Co-agent banks are to 
tap assets and to administering satisfactory credit. The Reserve Bank has the privilege to investigate and 
oversee these out of this world under the domain of the Banking Regulation Act of 1949.In request to fortify 
the money related framework dependent on Narasimhan Committee Report the primary period of Indian 
monetary changes (1991) to put the keeping money into recuperation way and the second era changes 
(1998) to manufacture solid and sound managing an account framework. Against such advancements, this 
examination has been completed to know the effect of NPA on Mysore District Mahila Co-agent Bank. 

 
2. Goal OF THE STUDY  

The investigation is directed with the accompanying target:  
1. To comprehend the reasonable casing take a shot at NPAs  
2. To assess the money related execution of MZMSB.  
3. To investigation the NPA of MZMSB  
4. To comprehend its impact of NPA on gainfulness. 
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3. DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER  
Which means of NPA: One of the real issues being looked by banks and money related 

establishments in India is the terrible obligations named as "Non-Performing Assets" (NPA). A Non-
Performing resource in the banks is the development account which stops to yield salary. NPAs are those 
credits endorsed by a bank where the chief or premium are being defaulted or postponed. Banks are not 
permitted to book any pay shape NPAs. RBI groups NPAs intoSub-standard resources, Doubtful resources 
and Loss resources. Typically NPA when it neglects to yield salary not exactly equivalent to a year are called 
Sub-standard resources. Dubious resources discover their way from substandard resources following a year. 
On the off chance that it found irretrievable, it relocates to Loss resource classification. Banks needs to make 
arrangement for Non-Performing Assets (NPA) according to the rules of RBI. 

 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

A main Grade I Tier II Urban Co-agent Bank in Karnataka, MZMSB bank has been chosen based on 
accommodation for concentrate close by.  

 
INFORMATION COLLECTION  

Both Primary information and optional information are utilized in the present examination. The 
optional information has been taken from the yearly report of the bank from 2005 to 2015, bank 
distributions, circulars,RBI notices as to NPA accounts, RBI productions as to NPA including rules, NPA 
reports.The essential information was gathered through close to home talk held with the Directors, Manager 
and bank officers.  

 
SYSTEMS AND TOOLS OF DATA ANALYSIS  

Based on information gathered, the execution of the bank has been dissected utilizing factual 
systems. The strategies are received for examination is proportion and rate is determined any place 
fundamental. The unbiasedly gathered information has been appropriately ordered and organized in table 
and diagram. 

 
Time of study  

The examination covers a period for over ten years from 2001-2002 to 2014-2015. The period has 
been explicitly chosen as amid this period the matter of keeping money saw gigantic changes in record of the 
different changes and NPA approach changes presented in the helpful managing an account area.  

 
Centrality of study  

Before 1990 co-agent division banks apparently were indicating great benefits, however in all 
actuality they were imaginary. Therefore the RBI issued strict adherence to the standards on 
acknowledgment of non-performing resources. The equivalent has been executed in very nearly 10 years at 
this point to business bank, yet for the co-agent banks the RBI was liberal. Presently RBI is entirely actualizing 
NPA standards to co-agent banks too. So it is the opportune time to take a survey of the execution of the 
NPAs in co-agent bank. The criticalness of the examination is to comprehend the execution of NPA's to co-
agent bank, to dissect the variables painstakingly which are influencing the NPAs and its impact on 
gainfulness.  

 
The Mysore ZillaMahilaShakara Bank Limited (MZMSB)  

A main Grade I Tier II Urban Co-agent Bank in Karnataka, MZMSB bank has walked in front of its 
kindred rivals as far as benefits, stores and Zero NetNon-Performing Assets (NPA). Starting its activities in 
1994 and by getting enlistment from the Karnataka Department of Cooperative and keeping money permit 
frame the RBI Regional office, Bangalore in 1995 with insignificant 3,119 individuals and Rs. 21 lakh as offer 
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capital the bank's adventure is amazing. The bank accomplished its earn back the original investment point 
in the specific first year of its initiation and it finished its 20 years. 

 
GROSS NPA RATIO AND NET NPA RATIO OF MZMSB  

The Cooperative banks were not regarding there any advances as NPA till 2002-03. Later frame 
2002-03 RBI gave strict guidance to helpful bank that they need to necessary regard propels as NPA which 
stay unpaid for a time of over a half year. In 2013-14 RBI changed the rules and requested to regard the 
advances as NPA which stay unpaid for a time of over 3 months. The table and diagram given beneath makes 
it clear that the normal Gross NPA of MZMSB is exceptionally attractive. It is seen that the Gross NPA which 
was Rs. 147.72 Lakhs (27%) in 2002-03 expanded possibly till 2004-05. At that point for 2004-05 it 
diminished possibly consistently lastly achieved Rs. 85.88 Lakhs (5.16%) in 2012-13. In the year 2013-14 the 
NPA treatment polices change from a half year to 3 months, there is increment in Gross NPA to Rs. 126.77 
Lakhs (8.12%). At long last in 2014-15 it came to least of all Rs.82.45 (4.67%). This demonstrates the bank has 
taken great consideration of NPA by following perfect standards while allowing propels and furthermore the 
recuperation procedure to bring down the gross NPA is palatable. 

 
Net NPA Ratio:  

The diagram appeared beneath speaks to the Net NPA Ratio of MZMSB. The Net NPA proportion 
amid the three years 2002-03, 2003-04 and 2004-05 is high as the bank neglected to make adequate 
arrangements against NPA in these year. Be that as it may, it prevailing with regards to making adequate 
arrangement in 2007-08 to cut down Net NPA to Zero. As the approach to treatment of development as NPA 
which stops to yield salary for 6months was decreased to 3 months, the MZMSB thought that it was hard to 
make enough arrangement to convey Net NPA to Zero as the gross NPA expanded frame 85.88 Lakhs in 
2012-13 to 126.77 Lakhs in 2013-14. In the year 2014-15 again the bank prevailing with regards to conveying 
Net NPA to zero. The administration is entirely following the RBI rules by making arrangements against NPAs. 

 
Issue Asset Ratio:  

The Problem resources proportion demonstrates the extent of Gross NPA to add up to resources and 
the above table and diagram demonstrate the level of issue resources shape the year 2002-2015. The issue 
resources proportion in 2002-03 was 20.34% which begun lessening as much consideration been given by 
the administration to bring down there Gross NPA. There is a marginally ascend in issue resources 
proportion in the 2012-13 and 13-14 as the NPA treatment police changed and in the year 2014-15 it was 
lessened to 2.62%.  

The Safety of Depositor cash in bank is vital. The extent of Standard resources of the bank to the 
outside liabilities which incorporates stores indicate how much investors are feeling safe of their stores. The 
table and chart given underneath of MZMSB we can presume that investors wellbeing is exceptionally 
palatable over the most recent six years from 2009-10 to 2014-15 the rate is above 90%. The multi year 
normal is above 95%.  

Sub-Standard resources proportion demonstrates the situation of the bank in recuperating the 
advances. The higher the Sub-Standard resources proportion the better is the bank in recuperating the 
advances. From the table and diagram given underneath we comprehend that throughout the previous four 
years MZMSB Sub-Standard resources proportion is over 60%. Toward the starting the Sub-Standard 
resources was low yet the administration has taken vital measure to lessen the dicey resources and 
misfortune resources. In 2014-15 the Sub-Standard Assets proportion is 70% which is extremely a decent 
sign. 
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Far fetched Assets Ratio  
The lesser the far fetched resources proportion the more prominent odds of recouping the NPA. In 

the event that the far fetched resources proportion is high there is more shot of bargaining with advances to 
decrease NPA. Shape the table and diagram given underneath the level of far fetched resources of MZMSB 
was over half till 2010-11. From 2011-12 onwards the administration has made a move to bring the far 
fetched resources proportion to 11.38% which is a positive sign. In 2014-15 the Doubtful resources 
proportion is 29.95%MZMCB needs to make fundamental move to decrease it.  

The administration and top managerial staff of MZMSB had taken satisfactory security while 
authorizing the advance to its part. The bank is having viable supervision over the end utilization of the 
advances. Convenient important measures have been taken by the bank for recuperation of advances. The 
bank isn't confronting any trouble in execution of decreesas it can practices SERFAESI Act, 2002. The bank is 
observing the records of NPA with ordinary interims. The bank is extremely fruitful in keeping there NetNPA 
to 0%. 
 
CONCLUSION 

It is inconceivable for any bank to keep up 100% performing resources. The fundamental driver of 
NPA are Inadequate security, Lack of ineffectual supervision,Over usage of credits, Ineffective estimates 
taken by the banks for the recuperation of advances, Difficult in execution of announcement even after got, 
Wilful default, Less checking of records of non-performing resources and Political impulse and 
corruption.Apart from the over the advances given to specialists and corporate areas may discover its 
approach to NPA on account of financial matters emergencies in the market.  

The arrangement to be made by bank is just 0.25% on standard assets,which is less when contrasted 
with sub-standard resources. The arrangement made by the banks on NPAs gets bolted up and will stop to 
yield any profits to the banks. The activation of the reserve decreases to the degree of Provision made on 
NPAs. The banks need to take measure to lessen its NPA's as theprovision influenced will to normally 
decrease the benefit rates. NPA notonly obstruct the cash as arrangement, it prompt loss of chance expense 
as the benefit/cash kept as arrangement could be put resources into productive venture or resources. 
Henceforth NPA influence the gainfulness to more prominent degree. Along these lines Credit hazard 
evaluation and the board must be productive and adequate edge ought to be kept to cover the NPAs 
arrangement. 
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